Fix p an odd prime. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q with semistable reduction at p. We show that the adjoint p-adic L-function of E evaluated at infinitely many integers prime to p completely determines up to a quadratic twist the isogeny class of E. To do this, we prove a result on the determination of isobaric representations of GL(3, A Q ) by certain L-values of p-power twists.
Introduction
In this paper we will prove the following result concerning the p-adic L-function of the symmetric square of an elliptic curve over Q, denoted L p (Sym 2 E, s) for s ∈ Z p . More specifically, Theorem 1 gives a generalization of the result obtained in [10] concerning p-adic L-functions of elliptic curves over Q: Theorem 1. Let p be an odd prime and E, E ′ be elliptic curves over Q with semistable reduction at p.
for all integers n prime to p in an infinite set Y and some constant C ∈ Q. Then E ′ is isogenous to a quadratic twist E D of E. If E, E ′ have square free conductors, then in fact E ≈ E ′ over Q.
Suppose E has good reduction at p. Following the definition in [4] of the p-adic L-function for the symmetric square of an elliptic curve E over Q, if χ : Z × p → C × p is a wild p-adic character of conductor p mχ , which can be identified with a primitive Dirichlet character, then
where C E is a constant that depends on E, τ (χ) is the Gauss sum of χ and α p is a root of the polynomial X 2 − a p X + p, with a p = p + 1 − #E(F p ). It is proved in [4] that if E has good ordinary reduction at p then µ p is a bounded measure on Z × p , while if E has good supersingular reduction at p then µ p is h-admissible (cf. [20] ) with h = 2.
Similarly, if E has bad multiplicative reduction at p, then for a non-trivial even character as above we have
3)
where · : Z × p → 1 + pZ p , with x = x ω(x) and ω : Z × p → Z × p the Teichmüller character. Using the theory on h-admissible measures developed in [20] , identity (1.1) implies that
holds for all s ∈ Z p and χ a wild p-adic character. Let f, f ′ be the newforms of weight 2 associated to E and E ′ , and π, π ′ the unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(2, A Q ) generated by f and f ′ respectively. Then L(Sym 2 E, s) = L(Sym 2 π, s − 1) (1.4) where Sym 2 π is the automorphic representation of GL(3, A Q ) associated to π by Gelbart and Jacquet in [5] . Hence, using (1.2), Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following result on the determination of isobaric automorphic representations of GL(3) over Q, which will be proved in Section 4.
Theorem 2. Suppose π, π ′ are two isobaric sums of unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(3, A Q ) with the same central character ω. Let X w (p) be the set of p-power order characters of conductor p a for some a. Suppose L(π ⊗ χ, s) is entire for all χ ∈ X w (p) , and that there exist constants B, C ∈ C such that L(π ⊗ χ, β) = B a CL(π ′ ⊗ χ, β) (1.5)
for some 1 ≥ β > 
(If the generalized Ramanujan conjecture is true then this condition is automatically satisfied).
Note that in [13] , a result was proved concerning the determination of GL(3) forms by twists of characters of almost prime modulus of the central L-values. In our case, we twist over a more sparse set of characters.
Sym 2 π is cuspidal iff E is non-CM. Hence, if in Theorem 1 E, E ′ are two non-CM elliptic curves, then it is enough to prove Theorem 2 for π, π ′ cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(3, A Q ).
If E, E ′ have complex multiplication, let η, η ′ be the associated (unitary) idele class characters over the imaginary quadratic number fields K, K ′ and let π, π ′ be the cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(2, A Q ) automorphically induced by η and η ′ respectively. Then π, π ′ are dihedral and moreover
with η 0 the restriction of η to Q, and similarly for Sym 2 (π ′ ). Here ⊞ denotes the isobaric sum (see Section 2). Twisting by a character χ = η
is an entire function, it follows that Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2. Note that if K = K ′ then η 0 = η ′ 0 and Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of Theorem A in [10] .
Using Theorem 4.1.2 in [14] , the following is a consequence of Theorem 2: 
and for all χ ∈ X w (p),a primitive p-power order characters of conductor p a for all but a finite number of a. Then there exists quadratic character ν such that π ∼ = π ′ ⊗ ν. If π, π ′ are tempered then the same result holds if (1.6) is true for some 1 ≥ β > In Section 3, we will prove the following result on isobaric sums of unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(n, A Q ) for n ≥ 3: Theorem 4. Let π be an isobaric sum of unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(n, A Q ) with n ≥ 3 and s, r be integers relatively prime to p. If L(π ⊗ χ, s) is entire for all χ p-power order characters of conductor p a for some a, then
where * denotes the sum over primitive p-power order characters of conductor p a and 1 ≥ β > This result generalizes Proposition 2.2 in [10] . To prove Theorem 4, we will check that the approximate functional equation for L(π ⊗ χ, β) in [9] holds for isobaric automorphic representations of GL(n, A Q ) if L(π ⊗ χ, s) is entire. Note that in [2] , a similar functional equation for the L-function associated to an isobaric automorphic representation at the center β = A similar nonvanishing result involving p-power twists of cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(n, A Q ) was proved in [21] for β ∈ 2 n+1 , 1 − 2 2n+1 . In [1] a nonvanishing result for β in the same intervals as in Corollary 1 was proved for all twists of L-functions of GL(n), instead of just for p-power twists. In [9] , the result in [1] was further improved to the interval β ∈ 2 n , 1 − 2 n . Note that the set of primitive characters of p-power order of conductor p a for some a is more sparse than the set of characters considered in [1] and [9] .
We should also note that for n = 2, Rohrlich [15] proves that if f is a newform of weight 2, then for all but finitely many twists by Dirichlet characters, the L-function is nonvanishing at s = 1.
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Preliminaries
Let π be an irreducible automorphic representation of GL(n, A Q ) and L(π, s) its associated L-function. Write π = ⊗ ′ v π v as a restricted direct product with π v admissible irreducible representations of the local groups GL(n, Q v ). The Euler product
converges for Re(s) large. There exist conjugacy classes of matrices A v (π) ∈ GL(n, C) such that the local L-functions at finite places v with π v unramified are
with q v the order of the residue field at v. We can take
] to be diagonal representatives of the conjugacy classes. For S a set of places of Q we can define
called the incomplete L-function associated to set S. Let ⊞ be the isobaric sum introduced in [7] . We can define an irreducible automorphic representation, called an isobaric representation,
with S a finite set of places. We say that an isobaric representation is tempered if each π i in the isobaric sum π = π 1 ⊞ · · · ⊞ π m is a tempered cuspidal automorphic representation, or more specifically if each local factor π i,v is tempered.
Since we will want bound (2.5) on the coefficients of the Dirichlet series (2.4) to hold, we will consider a subset of the set of isobaric representations of GL(n, A Q ), more specifically, those given by an isobaric sum of unitary cuspidal automorphic representations. We denote this subset by A u (n). We will also consider the case when the unitary cuspidal automorphic representations in the isobaric sum are tempered, which is expected to always happen if the generalized Ramanujan conjecture is true.
The following generalization of the Strong Multiplicity One Theorem for isobaric representations is due to Jacquet and Shalika (see [7] ):
Theorem (Generalized Strong Multiplicity One). Consider two isobaric representations π 1 and π 2 of GL(n, A Q ) and S a finite set of places of Q that contains ∞, such that π 1 and π 2 are unramified outside set S.
Let n ≥ 3 and let π ∈ A u (n) be an isobaric sum of unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(n, A Q ) with (unitary) central character ω π and contragradient representationπ. We have
for some µ j ∈ C, with π in this context denoting the transcendental number. The L-function is defined for Re(s) > 1 by the absolutely convergent Dirichlet series
with a π (1) = 1. This extends to a meromorphic function on C with a finite number of poles. It is known that the coefficients a π (m) of the Dirichlet series satisfy
for M ≥ 1 (cf. Theorem 4 in [12] , [6, 7, 17, 18] ).
where the ǫ-factor is given by
and f π and W (π) are the conductor and the root number of π. Let χ denote an even primitive Dirichlet character that is unramified at ∞ and with odd conductor q coprime to f π . The twisted L-function obeys the functional equation
with τ (χ) the Gauss sum of the character χ (cf. Proposition 4.1 in [1] ). Since L(π ⊗ χ, s) does not vanish in the half-plane Re(s) > 1, it is enough to consider 1/2 ≤ Re(s) ≤ 1. Twisting π by a unitary character | · | it if needed, take s ∈ R. Hence, from now on,
We now present a construction also introduced in [9, 10] . For a smooth function g with compact support on (0, ∞), normalized such that
such that k(0) = 1 by normalization and k decreases rapidly in vertical strips. We then define two functions for y > 0,
L(π∞,s) and the integrals above are over Re(s) = 2. The functions F 1 (y) and F 2 (y) obey the following relations (see [9] ):
The following inequality holds (see [11] ):
The following approximate functional equation was first proved in [9] for cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(n) over Q. We verify that it holds for π ∈ A u (n) such that L(π ⊗ χ, s) is entire. A similar approximate functional equation was proved in [2] for L(π, β) at the center β = Theorem. If π ∈ A u (n) and χ a primitive Dirichlet character of conductor q such that L(π ⊗ χ, s) is entire, then for any
where f ′ π is the multiplicative inverse of f π modulo q.
Proof. For σ > 0, y > 0 consider the integral:
Since k(s) and L(π ⊗ χ, s + β) are entire functions, the only pole of the function
is a simple pole at s = 0 with residue equal to
Taking s → −s in the second integral gives
The functional equation is
Substituting this identity in the second integral gives L(π ⊗ χ, β) = I 1 + I 2 (2.14)
with
Taking σ = 2 and substituting with L(π ⊗ χ, s) = ∞ m=1 a π (m)χ(m)m −s in the region of absolute convergence gives
and by the definition of F 1 ,
Similarly,
By the definition of F 2 , For an odd prime p, define the sets (following the notations in [10] ):
if and only if it is trivial on the elements of exponent p − 1. We denote the integers (mod p a ) of exponent p − 1 by S a and the sum over all primitive wild characters of conductor p a by * χ mod p a . Consider the set
Using the orthogonality of characters we get that summing over the primitive wild characters of conductor p a gives (see [10] 18) with |G(p a )| = p a−1 from (2.17) and δ Sa the characteristic function of S a .
The following result for hyper-Kloosterman sums was proved in [22] : Lemma 1. Let p be a prime number, 1 < n < p and q = p a with a > 1. Let x ′ denote the inverse of x mod q and let e(x) := e 2πix . Then for any integer z coprime to p the hyper-Kloosterman sum 
Proof. If χ is a primitive character of conductor p a , then
Rewrite the above sum as follows:
This in turn gives
Hence,
which by equation (2.18) gives
Thus,
where
From Lemma 1, for (u, p) = 1 and a sufficiently large
From (2.21) and (2.22) it follows that
Thus |A| ≪ p a p 1/2+a(n−1)/2 .
3 Non-vanishing of p-power twists on GL(n, A Q )
Let s, r be integers relatively prime to p. For π an isobaric sum of unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(n, A Q ) define
where * denotes the sum over primitive wild characters of conductor p a .
In this section we prove Theorem 4, which states that:
for β > n−1 n+1 if π is tempered, and for β > n−1 n in general. Note that in this section, by π tempered we will mean an isobaric sum of tempered (unitary) cuspidal automorphic representations. If s |r above, then we define a π (s/r) to be zero.
Proof of Theorem 4.
We generalize the proof of Proposition 2.2 in [10] and use methods also developed in [9, 21] . The following approximate functional equation holds (see Section 2):
and
Then applying equation (2.18) gives
Assume r|s. First, consider the term in (3.6) with b = 1 and m = s/r. This is a solution to the equation rm ≡ bs(mod p a ) for all a. We will want to set the necessary condition for this to be the dominant contribution. Now if m = s/r, then m = bs/r + kp a . If k = 0 then b = 1 and since b ∈ S a , it follows that b ≫ p a/(p−1) which implies m ≫ p a/(p−1) .
Since If π is tempered then from (3.13)
Similarly, from (3.14) We want Σ 2,a → 0 as a → ∞. Substituting with x = p an(1−υ) gives the condition
If π is not tempered, applying Cauchy's inequality to equation (3.13) gives
Split the sum over m in dyadic intervals
By applying inequality (2.5),
In equation (3.14), write t = t 1 + t 2 , with t 1 , t 2 large integers, and apply Cauchy's inequality:
Using (2.5),
Putting (3.12), (3.19) and (3.21) together gives
Since we want Σ 2,a → 0, we get the condition
This gives
For υ as above,
and we obtain
, where H(u) := 1 π (1 + u 2 ) .
First, consider the term
and split the sum in dyadic intervals
Applying (2.5) it follows that
Let's now look at
We have
Following the general approach of [9, 21] , we consider the diagonal and off-diagonal contributions separately. Let's first compute the terms corresponding to χ = ψ:
since there are ≪ p a primitive p-power characters and since |τ n (χ)| = p an/2 from the properties of the Gauss sum of a primitive character. Use the Fourier transform property that F{g(xA)} = 1 Aĝ ν A for A > 0 (see also [9, 21] ) to get that For the terms in D that have χ = ψ, even if χ and ψ are primitive the product χψ can be non-primitive because the conductors are not relatively prime. We have that for g : Z/qZ → C:
where F (x) = ∞ ν=−∞f (ν)e −2πiνx . Applying this in our case,
The interior sum is ≪ p a since the number of characters is ≪ p a , and for ν = 0 it is zero since χψ is non-trivial. Thus,
Note this relation also holds for the computation performed by [21] . Assuming υ > 1 n (which will be part of our constraint) gives that y/p a → ∞. We have
Putting everything together, these terms of D contribute
Thus, we conclude that the two contributions for χ = ψ and χ = ψ combined give
From (3.31) and (3.35), even if π is not tempered,
m t for any integer t ≥ 1, and applying Cauchy's inequality in (3.27) gives
Splitting the sum over m in dyadic intervals and using (2.5),
Using the bound in (3.35) gives
From (3.25), (3.36) and (3.38) we conclude that
We want S 2,s/r → 0 as a → ∞. Taking y = p anυ in (3.39) gives the condition
If π is tempered then we need to check that υ satisfies conditions (3.18) and (3.40). Thus, for a general n, taking ǫ → 0 the desired condition is
If π is not tempered, then conditions (3.23) and (3.40) need to be satisfied. Thus, taking ǫ → 0 gives the condition 1
Proof of Corollary 1. Take s = r = 1 in Theorem 4 and use the functional equation. Note that if β > 1, L(π ⊗ χ, β) has an Euler product expansion and hence is nonvanishing.
Determination of GL(3) cusp forms
Let π ∈ A u (3) be an isobaric sum of unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(3, A Q ). The local components π l are determined by the set of nonzero complex numbers {α l , β l , γ l }, which we represent by the diagonal matrix
The L-factor of π at a prime l is given by
Let S 0 = {l : π l unramified and tempered}, and let S 1 = {l : π l is ramified}. Note that S 1 is finite. Take the union
Since π is unitary, π l is tempered iff |α l | = |β l | = |γ l | = 1.
with |α| = |β| = |γ| = 1.
Proof. Suppose first that l ∈ S. Then assume that |α l | = 1. Take α l = ul t , with |u| = 1 complex and t = 0 real. By unitarity,
l . Without loss of generality, take β
l , hence γ l = w with |w| = 1. Hence
with |u| = |w| = 1. Now suppose that l ∈ S 0 . By unitarity |α l | = |β l | = |γ l | = 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T = {l|π l or π ′ l is ramified}. This is a finite set. Consider l ∈ T an arbitrary finite place with l = p. Let A l (π) = {α l , β l , γ l } and A l (π ′ ) = {α ′ l , β ′ l , γ ′ l }. Applying Theorem 4, a π (n) = B a Ca π ′ (n) for all (n, p) = 1 and all but finitely many a. Since a π (1) = a π ′ (1), then B = C = 1. Thus, a π (l) = a π ′ (l).
We want to show that A l (π) = A l (π ′ ). Indeed,
and since π and π ′ have the same central character
Vieta's formulas and the above two relations, it is enough to check that
Thus, this implies that whenever
Since T ∪ {p} ∪ {∞} is a finite set, this implies that π ∼ = π ′ by the Generalized Strong Multiplicity One Theorem.
Let π be a unitary cuspidal automorphic representation of GL(2, A Q ) with A l (π) = {α l , β l }. At an unramified place l, it has a l = α l + β l and central character ω(̟ l ) = α l β l , with ̟ l the uniformizer at l. There exists an isobaric automorphic representation Ad(π) of GL(3, A Q ) (cf. [5] ) such that at an unramified place l, a l (Ad(π)) = α l /β l + β l /α l + 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 2 implies that Ad(π) ∼ = Ad(π ′ ). Then, by Theorem 4.1.2 in [14] , we deduce that since π and π ′ have the same central character, there exists a quadratic character ν such that π ∼ = π ′ ⊗ ν.
Complex adjoint L-functions
We give a short overview of the theory of complex adjoint L-functions associated to an elliptic curve E/Q. This section is mostly review and can be skipped by experts. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve with conductor N given by a global minimal Weierstrass equation over Z:
Define the complex L-function of E by the Euler product for Re(s) > where a r = r + 1− #E(F r ) if r |N . If r|N then a r depends on the reduction of E at r in the following way: a r = 1 if E has split multiplicative reduction at r, a r = −1 if E has non-split multiplicative reduction at r and a r = 0 if E has additive reduction at r. In this paper, we will only consider primes r such that E has semistable reduction at r.
Let
, then the following functional equation is satisfied:
where the sign varies, depending on E. If we associate to f a unitary cuspidal automorphic form π of GL(2, A Q ) with trivial central character and conductor N then we want to have L(π, s) unitarily normalized by setting
By [5] , there exists Sym 2 (π) an isobaric representation of GL(3, A Q ). It is cuspidal only in the case when E doesn't have complex multiplication. An elliptic curve E over Q is of CM-type if End(E) ⊗ Q = K, with K = Q( √ −D) an imaginary quadratic number field. We have that L(E, s) = L(η, s − 1/2) for some unitary Hecke character η of the idele class group C K . We can associate a newform f of weight 2 and level N such that L(f, s) = L(η, s). Note that N is the norm N K/Q of the product of the different D K/Q and the conductor of η. The central character ω of f is ω = η 0 δ, where η 0 is the restriction of η to Q and δ the quadratic character associated to K.
A representation induced by character η as above is called dihedral. If
We can identify η with a character of the Weil group W K by the isomorphism
with ρ induced from a character of W K and the associated L-function defined as in [19] . By the above identification, we write ρ = I W Q W K (η) (see also [8] ). Let π be a (unitary) cuspidal automorphic representation of GL(2, A Q ). Suppose π is dihedral, of the form I Q K (η) for a (unitary) character η of C K . Let τ be the non-trivial automorphism of the degree 2 extension K/Q. Note that
where η 0 is the restriction of η to Q. We have,
where δ is the quadratic character of Q associated to K/Q. If λ, µ are characters of C K , then by applying Mackey:
Taking λ = µ = η in (5.4) and using (5.2) and (5.3),
Denote by π ′ the cuspidal automorphic representation
Twisting by some character χ gives
has a pole at s = 1. Hence, L(Sym 2 π ⊗ χ, s) is entire for χ = η −1
0 . More generally, we define the complex L-function associated to the symmetric square of an elliptic curve in the following way (cf. [3] ). Let l be an odd prime number. Take E[l n ] to be the l n -torsion and
to be the l-adic Tate module of E. Consider the
There is a continuous natural action of Gal(Q/Q) on when E has good reduction at r (see [3] ). The elements α r and β r are the roots of the polynomial X 2 − a r X + r with a r the trace of Frobenius at r. Let L(Sym 2 E, χ, s) denote the L-function associated to the twist of the l-adic representations by a Dirichlet character χ. Note that L(Sym 2 E, χ, 1) = 0 for χ odd (cf. [4] ). The critical points for Sym 2 E are s = 1 and s = 2.
Let χ be a primitive even Dirichlet character with conductor c χ . Let C denote the conductor of the l-adic representation (5.6). If τ (χ) is the Gauss sum of character χ, define
Then, by Theorem 2.2 in [3] , which is based on results in [5] , if the conductor N of E satisfies (c χ , N ) = 1, then Λ(Sym 2 E, χ, s) = (C · c 6 Adjoint p-adic L-functions L(Sym 2 E, s + 1). Hence, it follows that if E has semistable reduction at p, we have from (6.8) and (6.9) that
for all wild p-power characters χ of conductor p mχ with m χ sufficiently large and by the discussion in Section 5, the twisted L-functions are entire. Then by Theorem 2, we conclude that π ∼ = π ′ and thus Ad(η) ∼ = Ad(η ′ ) where η, η ′ are the unitary cuspidal automorphic representations of GL(2, Q) associated to E. By Theorem 4.1.2 in [14] we conclude that η ′ = η ⊗ ν with ν a quadratic character since ω η = ω η ′ = 1. Write ν(·) = · D . It then follows by Faltings' isogeny theorem that E ′ is isogenous to E D , where for the elliptic curve E given by the equation y 2 = f (x) we have that E D is given by the equation Dy 2 = f (x). Clearly if the conductors of E and E ′ are square free, then E ≈ E ′ .
Remark Suppose E, E ′ are CM elliptic curves and let η, η ′ be their associated idele class characters over the imaginary quadratic number fields K and K ′ respectively. If we let π, π ′ be the representations induced by the characters η, η ′ , then they are dihedral. By the discussion in Section 5,
, s L(η 0 , s) (6.10)
where η 0 denotes the restriction of η to Q, and similarly for π ′ . If K = K ′ then η 0 = η ′ 0 . Hence, Theorem 1 for E, E ′ as above is a consequence of Lemma 4 and Theorem A in [10] , since I Q K (η 2 ) is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL(2, A Q ).
It is unclear if for K = K ′ Theorem 1 can be reduced to a consequence of a result on the determination of GL(2) cusp forms. The special values L(η 0 ⊗ χ, 1) and L(η 0 ⊗ χ, 2) can be expressed in terms of the generalized Bernoulli numbers B 1,η 0 χ and B 2,η 0 χ respectively, but there is no clear way to separate the contributions from η 0 and χ in L(η 0 ⊗ χ, 1).
